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Abstract
Purpose: The aim of study was to determine the scope of difference in successfully and unsuccessfully
formed zonal defenses in modern football (high, medium-central, mids-laterals, deep-central and deeps-
laterals zones) with the their entire speci�cs.

Methods: The analyzed is a six matches, i.e., three matches of “Jelen Super League” and three matches of
“Premier League” for the season 2015 / 2016. The data were collected by observing the video tapes, with
personal presentation of selected variables. The descriptive statistics is determined by the frequency
distribution in the form of nominal statistical scale (mean, SD, cV, and standard variance), while in
comparisons were used parametric and nonparametric discriminant procedures.

Results: The results shows greatest differences in favor of the teams „PL“ of England in variables
unsuccessfully established medium-laterals zones (32.6), unsuccessful high zones (25.0) and
unsuccessful medium-centrals zones (23.0). The minimal statistical differences were found in the
variables successful medium-centrals zones with a duel game and lower-laterals zones with a sliding in
favor of the teams „JSL“ of the Serbia, values (0.6 and 1.0) as well as lower-centrals zones with a ball
interruption in favor of the teams „PL“ of England (1.0).

Conclusions: The analyzed teams had a major problem in the areas of high and mediums-centrals-laterals
zones to cease the opponent’s attack and when in fact they could not do that, they defend with the
available methods in central and lower central`s zone, with the models of duels, interruptions and slidings
as the lowest use parameter in the tactics of defense.

Introduction
By perfecting and applying science in sport, with the advent of modern technologies of training and use of
information systems, a need for quantifying football game occurs, both in the psycho-motor, functional,
morphological, biomechanical, and the tactical-technical manifestation of players during the game. We
can draw conclusions on applying complex cognitive abilities only from the changes in behavior over time
and continuous monitoring of activities of football players during the very game (Williams & Hodges,
2005). By monitoring and analysis of standard situations in a football game, it is possible to note various
football game factors and characteristics of elite football players. This process is much more complex and
complicated in team sports than in individual ones where there are discrete, objective indicators of
characteristics (Reilly et al., 2000).

Football game tactics is really the same "sheet music" for all players and football experts that they perform
in a different way. That is why football tactics represents a unique area of sports creativity. The basic
means of individual defense tactics are covering the players and space, as well as tackling. Active
coverage includes the coverage of an opponent player, and it may be strict or at a distance, while passive
coverage means covering the direct or indirect space. Tackling as a technical and tactical element may not
be separated from the coverage, and it is and implemented by duel game models, interception, knocking
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and �nal sliding tackle solution. The basic characteristic of group defense is zone defense which
represents a collective positional play of the complete team with keeping space and the players who come
to the area around the goal axle and their taking over (Aleksic & Jankovic, 2006).

By the inclusion of the zone game, the whole team moves the lines of its team, both horizontally and
vertically with a corresponding movement of the ball, which allows players to reduce game space by
defense activities to get in a more favorable position for taking over the same (Jankovic, 2004). The best
systems of zone defense are 4-4-2 (whose "root" is the England national team, �rst used in 1966) and 4-3-3
with a large number of formed triangles that best cover the both space and players (as shown in Picture 1),
with pressure of the nearest defender when the opponent is in possession and with the coverage of the
area by nearest teammates, forming a compact block around the attack target axle (Djoric & Pavkovic,
2005).

Recording tactical manifestation of an individual, a group of players and the whole team, we come to an
irreplaceable method in its preparation and applying in the highest quality football games, and accordingly,
the subject of the research is the very analysis of successfully-effective defensive formations, game
interruptions ... (Jankovic & Leontijevic, 2006, 2007; Luhtanen et al., 2001; Scoulding et al., 2004; Japheth &
Hughes, 2001).

The aim of this study was to determine the differences in the implementation of tactical and technical
elements of zone defenses of two different football game styles, which would have a statistically
signi�cant contribution to achieving positive results in the competition and to drawing meaningful
conclusions regarding the design of the training process using the results obtained. It was assumed that
the winning teams in the football championships of Serbia and England have a signi�cant larger number
of successfully established defenses at the break of attacks of the opponents compared to the teams that
lost the match.

Methods
Sample of respondents
The sample of this study consists of the teams of "Jelen Super League of  Serbia" ( "JSL" Serbia) and
"Premier League" of England ("PL" England), while in the subsample Serbia Championship is represented
the teams of FK "Crvena zvezda", OFK "Beograd", FK "Radnicki" from Nis, and FK „Radnik“ from Surdulica
and in the subsample of the championship of England, the teams of FC "Manchester United", FC "Arsenal"
and FC "Everton". A total of six games from two elite football ranks was researched by three games that
were played in the season of 2015/2016 and where the listed teams were hosts or guests.

Variables sample

Table 1 shown the monitored variables. They are related to the �ve ways of forming zone defenses: high
(pressing) zone, central (maneuver-defensive central) zone, centrals (defensive maneuver-laterals) zones,
deep (defensive central) zone and deeps (defensive laterals) zones. All these zone defenses were analyzed
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from the moment of their formation, with all their distinctive speci�cs. Data were collected based on the
observation of games video records and a special observation sheet was created for this purpose (as
shown in Picture 2).

Table 1. Monitored variables in relation to the established types of zone defenses.

 

Variables

Successfully
stop the
opponent’s
attack by a
duel game

Successfully
stop the
opponent’s
attack by ball
interception

Successfully
stop the
opponent’s
attack by
knocking the
ball

Successfully
stop the
opponent’s
attack by a
sliding tackle

Fail to
stop the
opponent’s
attack 
 by zone
defenses

High (pressing) zone SHZDG SHZBI SHZKB SHZST FSHZ

 

Central (maneuver-
defensive
central) zone

 

SCCZDG

 

SCCZBI

 

SCCZKB

 

SCCZST

 

FSCCZ

 

Centrals (defensive
maneuver-
laterals) zones

 

 

SCLZDG

 

SCLZBI

 

SCLZKB

 

SCLZST

 

FSCLZ

Deep (defensive
central) zone

SDCZDG SDCZBI SDCZKB SDCZST FSDCZ

 

Deeps (defensive
laterals) zones

 

SDLZDG

 

SDLZBI

 

SDLZKB

 

SDLZST

 

FSDLZ

Statistical data processing procedure
The data were analyzed by descriptive statistics, with the determination of the frequency distribution of
each variable shown in the form of a nominal statistical scale. The arithmetic mean (Mean), standard
deviation (SD), coe�cient of variation (cV) and standard variance (S2) were calculated. In comparisons,
parametric and nonparametric discriminative procedure was used. The nominal values of derived variables
statistical differences among the three games of "JSL" Serbia and the three games of "Premier League" of
England were identi�ed.

Results
Results obtained by descriptive statistics are presented in Tables 2 and 3(observed matches: FK "Crvena
zvezda" Belgrade – FK "Radnicki" Nis 1:1 (0:1), FK „Radnik“ Surdulica – FK "Crvena zvezda" Belgrade 0:2
(0:0), and FK "Radnicki" Nis – OFK "Beograd" Belgrade 1:0 (0:0)), i.e., (FC "Arsenal" London – FC
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"Manchester United" Manchester 3:0 (3:0), FC "Everton" Liverpool – FC "Manchester United" Manchester 0:3
(0:2), and FC "Arsenal" London – FC "Everton" Liverpool 2:1 (2:1)). 
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Table 2
Formed team zone defenses against the attacks of the opponent and their success or

failure in the competition matches of "Jelen Super League" of Serbia and "Premier
League" of England.

Variables "Jelen Super League of Serbia'' "Premier League of England'' Σ

Number % Number %

SHZDG 53 47.7 58 52.3 111

SHZBI 96 48.5 102 51.5 198

SHZKB 37 68.5 17 31.5 54

SHZST 18 40.0 27 60.0 45

FSHZ 184 41.5 259 58.5 443

SCCZDG 47 51.1 45 48.9 92

SCCZBI 50 50.5 49 49.5 99

SCCZKB 55 67.9 26 32.1 81

SCCZST 11 52.4 10 47.6 21

FSCCZ 126 39.3 195 60.7 321

SCLZDG 62 56.9 47 43.1 109

SCLZBI 69 61.6 43 38.4 112

SCLZKB 39 67.2 19 32.8 58

SCLZST 19 76.0 6 24.0 25

FSCLZ 126 36.0 224 64.0 350

SDCZDG 50 40.3 74 59.7 124

SDCZBI 109 49.3 112 50.7 221

SDCZKB 118 50.9 114 49.1 232

SDCZST 13 34.2 25 65.8 38

FSDCZ 71 43.8 91 56.2 162

SDLZDG 46 42.2 63 57.8 109

SDLZBI 48 52.2 44 47.8 92

SDLZKB 48 57.8 35 42.2 83

SDLZST 20 54.1 17 45.9 37

FSDLZ 89 39.9 134 60.1 223
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In the observed variables (as shown in Table 2), the highest value in the teams of "JSL" Serbia showed
unsuccessfully formed high pressing zones in the value of 184 FSHZ or (41.5%) compared to the teams of
"Premier League" of England that in the same variable had 259 FSHZ or (58.5%), while the total number of
them was as much as 443. In the other variables of successful high zones, a signi�cant difference was
found in the ball knocking and sliding tackle, of the proportion of 37 SHZKB or (68.5%) of the teams of
"JSL" Serbia, as compared to 17 SHZKB or (31.5%) of the teams "PL" England, as well as 18 SHZST or
(40.0%) in the teams of "JSL" Serbia vs. 27 SHZST or (60.0%) in the teams of "PL" England.

The variable of FSCCZ showed a signi�cant difference in the games of the two Championships, of the
proportion of 195 (60.7%) vs. 126 (39.3%) in favor of the teams of "PL" England, and also SCCZKB variable
with values 55 or (67.9%) vs. 26 or (32.1%) now in favor of the teams of "JSL" Serbia. Other variables in the
observed area had similar result.

There were 224 unsuccessful central-lateral zones, i.e., (64.0%), in the teams of "PL" England versus 126
i.e., (36.0%) in the teams of "JSL" Serbia, and large differences were found in the observed Championships
also in all other ways of defending and forming zones in this part of the �eld, in variables SCLZDG the
proportion was 62 versus 47 or (56.9 versus 43.1%), SCLZBI 69 versus 43, i.e., (61.6 versus 38.4%),
SCLZKB 39 versus 19 i.e., (67.2 versus 37.8%) and SCLZST 19 versus 6 (76.0 versus 24.0%), all in favor of
the teams of "JSL" Serbia.

Successful interruptions of opponents attacks by knocking the ball into the deep-central zone were a total
of 232 - in the Serbian Championship 118 (50.9%), in the Championship of England 114 (49.1%), as
opposed to tackling, where the teams of "JSL" Serbia had 13 (34.2%) versus 25 (65.8%) in the team of "PL"
England, then duel games 50 vs. 74 i.e., (40.3 versus 59.7%) and FSDCZ in the proportion of 71–91 i.e.,
(43.8 versus 56.2%) in favor of the England teams.

A signi�cant difference was found in the deep-lateral zones, in the variable FSDLZ the teams of Serbia had
89 (39.9%) versus as many as 134 (60.1%) in the teams of England, and also in the variable SDLZDG the
proportions of 46–63 or (42.2 versus 57.8%) as well as SDLZKB proportions of 48 − 35 (57.8 versus
42.2%) in favor of the Serbian teams.
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Table 3
The observed variables through the measure of central tendency and measure of dispersion in football

Championships of Serbia and England.
Variables "Jelen Super League" of Serbia "Premier League" of England

Σ AS SD cV S2 Σ AS SD cV S2

TSHZ 204 68.00 11.358 0.167 129.00 204 68.00 7.211 0.106 52.00

TFHZ 184 61.33 16.623 0.271 276.33 259 86.33 9.609 0.111 92.33

TSCZ 163 54.33 20.033 0.369 401.33 130 43.33 17.502 0.404 306.33

TFCZ 126 42.00 26.889 0.640 723.00 195 65.00 7.000 0.108 49.00

TSCLZ 189 63.00 22.913 0.364 525.00 115 38.33 6.028 0.157 36.33

TFCLZ 126 42.00 30.790 0.733 948.00 224 74.66 7.024 0.094 49.33

TSDCZ 290 96.66 13.614 0.141 185.33 325 108.33 5.686 0.052 32.33

TFDCZ 71 23.66 6.807 0.288 46.33 91 30.33 10.504 0.346 110.33

TSDLZ 162 54.00 5.292 0.098 28.00 159 53.00 10.536 0.199 111.00

TFDLZ 89 29.66 12.662 0.427 160.33 134 46.66 5.132 0.115 26.33

Note TSHZ – in total successfully formed high zones at stop the opponent’s attack (through the duel
game, ball interception, knocking the ball and sliding tackle), TFHZ – in total fail high zones to stop the
opponent’s attack, TSCZ – in total successfully formed centrals zones, TFCZ – in total fail centrals zones,
TSCLZ – in total successfully formed central-laterals zones at stop the opponent’s attack, TFCLZ – in total
fail central-laterals zones to stop the opponent’s attack, TSDCZ – in total successfully formed deep-
centrals zones, TFDCZ – in total fail deep-centrals zones, TSDLZ – in total successfully formed deep-
laterals zones at stop the opponent’s attack, TFDLZ – in total fail deep-laterals zones to stop the
opponent’s attack.

Chart 1 shows that the greatest differences were found in the variables of unsuccessfully formed central-
lateral zones (98), unsuccessful high zones (75) and unsuccessful central zones (69) at opponent’s attack
break, while the smallest differences were found in the variables of successful central zones with duel
game (2), successful deep-central zones with ball movement interception (3), successful deep-lateral
zones with sliding tackle (3), as well as successful high zones with ball interception (4), successful deep-
central zones with ball knocking (4) and successful deep-lateral zones with ball interception (4), overall
used while breaking the attacks of the opponents.

Discussion
Based on the results in Table 2, the teams  of "PL" of England had a signi�cantly higher number of
unsuccessful formed high zone (259 versus 184 in the "JSL" of Serbia), which is explained by a poor
players setting in the �eld and also their large spacing, because pressing does not imply need only one
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player going out to the ball, but all the lines must synchronously move forward with the proper focus of
coverage of players and space, which would force the opponent to quickly "uses" the ball and thereby lose
it immediately. Pressing zones normally have to adapt to numerous changes of the game focus.

The signi�cance of different variables was found with SHZKB and SHZST in ratios (37 vs. 17 and 27 vs.
18) where the �rst case was in favor of the teams of Serbia, and the second of the teams of the English
Championship. This is explained by the fact that these teams in a variety of ways showed a higher dose of
aggressiveness on the opponent's half, particularly during somewhat longer passes of the opponent or
their poorer ball control, while the other two variables showed approximately the same values in a duel
game (53 vs. 58 ) and ball interception (96 vs. 102 in favor of "PL" of England), which speaks of a real �ght
on this part of the �eld for faster taking over of the ball of the opponent and endangering their goal.

       In the central �eld was found the greatest difference in variable FSCCZ ratios (126 vs. 195 in favor of
teams of England), which indicates that in "JSL" of Serbia there was noticeably much better safety in
triangles when the ball was in the central parts of the �eld. There was a great difference in the variable
SCCZKB values (55 vs. 26 in favor of Serbian teams), which means that in "JSL" of Serbia the central �eld
was more aggressively defended with a greater number of eliminated hazards in the axis of own goal,
while the remaining variables were of approximate values in the duel game (47 versus 45), interception (50
versus 49) and tackles (11 versus 10) all in favor of Serbian Championship teams, which is explained by
somewhat worse balance of team lines in the central zone with the teams of "PL" of England, with a typical
example of attack organization in the lateral positions, a large number of passes and air duels.

       In lateral-central positions, the highest values were found for unsuccessfully formed zones in values
(126 vs. 224 in favor of the teams of "Pl" of England), which is explained by the above mentioned style of
game in England and also a different concept and ideology of the presented teams, where in "JSL" of
Serbia the focus of the teams was on the primary defense and preservation of own goals, while in "PL" of
England the focus was on achieving the highest possible attractiveness and the number of goals.

       That fact comes to the fore also in the comparison of all the successful variables of the central-lateral
zone, with clearly larger and expressed values of the teams of "JSL" of Serbia of (62 vs. 47) SCLZDG, then
(69 vs 43) SCLZBI, (39 vs.19) SCLZKB and (19 vs. 6) SCLZST. In addition to the already mentioned, all
obtained data show the distribution of the team diagonal lines closing when the ball is on the outer sides
of the �eld, except with the variable of successful ball knocking, with a constant consequence of constant
changes of the game focus.

       The maximum deviation of successful ways of defense in the lower central zone was found in
SDCZST variable, values (13 vs. 25), then SDCZDG (50 vs. 74 in favor of "PL" of England), and in a much
smaller extent at interception and knocking of the ball (109 vs. 112, in favor of "PL" of England and 118 vs.
114, in favor of "JSL" of Serbia). Found indications are explained by the fact that in this constricted space
there was a large number of defenders and valorizing breaks of the attacks of both teams.
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       These data also speak of the already mentioned frequent breakthroughs on the side with a large
number of passes, which were eliminated by a successful distance between the players and keeping that
area. This distinction particularly came to the fore with the tackles and duel game. Having that information
in mind, the contents of these matches were with a lot of rhythm changes and also the alternation of
defensive-offensive formations in both of the Championships. By the division into 71 and 91 unsuccessful
deep-central zones, in favor of "PL" of England, we bring the pragmatic recommendation for the
professional staff of observed Championships that it would be desirable to detail the preparation of
defensive tasks and more rationally defend own goal, because found large number of mistakes in this
"most important" area of the �eld deletes all the advantages gained by then.

       In the space of the deep-lateral zones, the highest values were found in variable FSDLZ in ratios (89 vs.
134 in favor of "PL" of England), which is a consequence of multiple unsuccessful covers of the deep-
lateral parts of the �eld in "PL" of England, as it is well known that in the particular league there is a great
number of robust and strong attackers, founded jump techniques and head kick techniques with a subtle
sense for goal, while in the competition of "JSL" of Serbia, this number is an extremely small. 

       In other variables, with the successful zones in this part of the �eld, most notable are the differences in
variable SDLZDG of a ratio (46 versus 63 in favor of "PL" of England), then in SDLZKB (48 vs. 35 in favor
of "JSL" of Serbia), while with ball interception and tackling there are no signi�cant differences found.
Indicators suggest a better coverage of the stated zone with duel game of the teams of England, who by a
gathered setting disabled a large number of quality passes into the "heart" of own penalty area, opposite
the ball knocking of teams of Serbia to the opponent's half of the �eld. During interception and tackling,
presented parameters showed no signi�cant difference. 

       The results of this research are in partial compliance with the results of the previous, primarily by
emphasizing the importance of the selection of defensive actions during the game as well as the entire
team defense organization and individual characteristics of players, but with a signi�cantly noticeable
difference in the contemporary tendency of defense-i.e. zone play and space coverage, where we found a
signi�cantly higher number of direct duels 1 to 1, followed by ball interception and tackling during the
opponents attack, in relation to the research (Jankovic, 2004; Jankovic & Leontijevic, 2006). This can be
explained by the continuous evolution of the football game, because in a few years the differences of the
existing parameters become very signi�cant and noticeable.

       Table 3 presents the expected scale of successful-unsuccessful defensive formations, because the
football Championship of England is currently more quality than the Championship of Serbia and because
of the huge number of present football stars and the in�ux of money in it, which is re�ected in signi�cantly
tactically and technically more trained players, thoroughly utilized psycho-physical capabilities, which
must be re�ected on the overall end result.

       Chart 1 presents the differences in values of different ways of successfully formed zone defenses at
attack break and unsuccessfully formed zones. In the sublimated matches of "Jelen Super League" of
Serbia and "Premier League" of England, the stated maximum differences once again speak of a number
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of unsuccessfully set defensive lines on the opponent half of the �eld, lateral middle and center as a
re�ection of extremely offensive-oriented teams of England, ready for the outplaying and achieving a large
number of goals. With such formed zones, there was also a signi�cant number of mistakes due to
defending the extensive space and fatigue caused by the aforementioned defenses.

       Those smaller differences include the variables of successfully formed zones with opponents attack
break in the center of the �eld, deep center and side. This is explained by a signi�cant degree of
aggressiveness in the teams in both Championships, to acquire at some point the odds on the mid�eld by
a duel game, which could level a signi�cant number of failures and consequently the proportionality of
shot space coverage in the center and of pass on the wing. Thus established data show that the Serbian
Championship teams primarily took account of the protection of own goal, while the England teams
represented successful alternations of defensive-offensive actions with a huge number of changes of
tempo in matches. The ultimate logical direction is to change the tactical concepts in the Serbian
Championship teams through the full realization of the potentials of teams, but not essential defense of
them. 
        Authors (Hughes & Franks, 2005) in parallel with this research found the key differences between
successful and unsuccessful teams at the World Cup in 1990, mainly in favor of those teams that had
better indicators of overall successfully formed defenses, and therefore the possession of the ball.
However, in some situations, there was also a victory for the team with fewer successful defenses as a
result of permanent offensive actions and therefore particularly smaller number of taking up space of own
penalty area.       

       Lago (2007), as this research, came to the data in the professional league "Primera" in Spain that the
losing teams had a signi�cantly higher percentage of successful defenses, which could ultimately mean
that the assumption at the beginning of the work in which it was said that the winning teams at observed
football matches had statistically signi�cantly higher number of successful defenses at opponents attack
break compared to the losing teams is rejected.

Conclusion
The study analyzed the overall tactical applicability of different types of zone defenses in matches of the
club Championships of Serbia and England, and then their comparative value diversity. All matches were
played in season 2015/2016.

Based on these results, it can be concluded that in the three matches of the domestic Championship there
were much more successfully formed defenses with opponents attack break (968) than the unsuccessful
ones (596), while in the matches of the Championship of England there was little advantage of successful
defenses (933) compared to the unsuccessful ones (903). Defense tasks are therefore devoted more
attention by the teams from Serbia due to the established principles of the primary defense of own goal,
and the teams from England paid signi�cantly greater attention to extremely offensive game. The ratio of
goals scored, 1.66 (average of the three games) of "JSL" of Serbia versus 3.0 from "PL" of England
con�rms the completeness of the data obtained.
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Everything said in this paper suggests some principles that can be used to analyze the structure of the
football game and most importantly, the results obtained may have a direct practical implication, both in
the training technology, and in direct preparation for the competition. Introspection of research results, all
off the above parameters show a full practically, because by their reviewed and differentiation, with the
greatest possible certainly is separated the winner from the defeted team in the match (Živanović, 2016). 

A clear conclusion of what was said is that it is necessary at a future time to change, in a large number of
Serbian teams, exclusive settings of keeping own goals and especially when they are the away team, and
to look up to the "cradle" of modern football game in which teams from England outplay throughout the
whole match, with a number of transformations of defensive-offensive actions in all parts of the �eld, with
viewers in their crowded arenas and stadiums each week con�rming the expressed optimizing of the
beauty of the game.

Abbreviations
JSL     Jelen Super League of Serbia

PL      Premier League of England
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Figure 1

System 4-4-2 with showing triangles, and system 4-3-3.
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Figure 2

Position 4, 5 – Central defensive players – Deep (defensive central) zone, Position 2, 3 – Lateral defensive
players – Deeps (defensive laterals) zones, Position 6, 8 – Central mid�elder players – Central (maneuver-
defensive central) zone, Position 7, 11 - Lateral mid�elder players – Centrals (defensive maneuver-laterals)
zones, Position 9, 10 and dark green �eld-attackers – High (pressing) zone (in terms moving the player
during the game).
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